Phone # 306 682-0772
Email: haus.stitches@sasktel.net
P.O. Box 2458
Humboldt, Sk S0K 2A0

Supply List
Canada's Maples
Instructor: Bonny Voice
Quilting supplies:








Machine in good working order with manual
Free motion foot
Basic quilting supplies
Hand sewing needles
Fabric scissors
Piecing thread
Thread to stitch edges of leaves and to quilt background. This is a good time to
use novelty threads

Fabric:
 Decide on the 3 colourways you want to use for your leaves. For each colourway
you need 10 or so strips varied from 3/4" wide to 1 1/4" wide(cut width) to total
a sewn width of about 6". I like to keep most of my strip widths fairly narrowbut with some variation. Have some value variation but not so much that any
one strip visually jumps out too much
 For each of the 3 leaf colourways you need .2m of fabric to back your leaves.
You can use one of the colours of the strips or another fabric that blends well
 .8m background fabric on to which the leaves will be sewn. If you use the same
fabric for the backing you don't require any more yardage.
 .3 m for binding or facing.
 minimum 18" x 30" piece of batting.

Miscellaneous supplies:




Temporary spray adhesive or quilt basting pins
Package or .3 m light to medium weight wash away stabilizer
Freezer paper
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Craft or beading or floral wire. Colour isn't important because it'll be hidden by
your stitching
I have patterns for maple leaves. If you want to use a different leaf bring the
pattern with you and we'll scale it down to the required sizes

Homework:
Each student will please come to class with fabric preshrunk.
 Optional: your own chair and/or cushion to sit on, light
 Please put your name on all your supplies.


If you do not have access to any listed supplies please phone or email your order to us
ahead of time to ensure your supplies will be waiting for you when you arrive at the
conference at our on-site store

